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New Additions to the Faculty!  

By Angela Bowen 

The Annual Newsletter of the Industrial/Organizational Psychology Doctoral Program at Colorado State University 

     This year, the program is 

gaining two enthusiastic faculty 

members - Dr. Jan Cleveland 

and Dr. Kevin Murphy. This 

incredible pair was on the fac-

ulty at CSU from 1984-2000. 

They are returning from Penn 

State ready to resume life in 

Colorado and we could not be 

more eager for their arrival. 

Dr. Cleveland is a  SIOP fellow 

with a strong research and 

writing record in areas such as 

performance appraisal, work-

family conflict, gender discrimi-

nation, and aging in the workplace.  

Dr. Kevin Murphy, who serves at 

the CEO of Landy Litigation Sup-

port Group, will rejoin the program 

with a special faculty appointment.  

Dr. Murphy is also a SIOP fellow 

and a Past-President, and holds a 

strong research and writing record 

in performance appraisal and valida-

tion. This is a tremendous oppor-

tunity for the   I/O program and we 

are excited to welcome Dr. Cleve-

land and Dr. Murphy back to CSU. 

     As we welcome two new faculty 

members, we will also be saying 

 New Building by Tristan Nelson 

     The Department of Psycholo-

gy at Colorado State University 

recently moved to a new energy 

efficient, LEED certified and beau-

tifully designed building. The 45 

million dollar building features an 

IMAX screen and projector, a 3D 

classroom, a distance-learning 

classroom, offices for the Psy-

chology Department and the 

Human Development and Family 

Studies Department, multiple 

study rooms, and even a café.  

     Known as the Behavioral Sci-

ences Building, or BSB for short, 

this four-story structure boasts 

two naturally lit atriums that run 

from floor to ceiling. The offices 

feature large windows that span 

the width of each room. Eighty-

five percent of the rooms in the 

new building have access to natu-

ral lighting and each room  is 

equipped with motion-activated 

lights to help conserve energy. 

Among other energy saving fea-

tures are the white roof, which is 

designed to reflect heat, and the 

rooftop solar panels. Additionally, 

to help encourage more energy 

efficient modes of transportation, 

the BSB offers parking spots for 

low-emission, fuel-efficient vehi-

cles.  

     Study rooms on the first floor 

have been artfully designed with 

forest or farm themes.  Each study 

room comes equipped with a large 

plasma screen and white board to 

write on. Among one of the more 

cutting-edge features of the BSB is 

the 3D projector, which allows 

CSU students to take a more in-

depth look at certain types of class 

goodbye to Dr. Peter Chen, who 

is leaving the program for a posi-

tion at the University of South 

Australia. He will become a Chair 

in Management there, continuing 

his groundbreaking and multidis-

ciplinary work in the field of Oc-

cupational Health Psychology. Dr. 

Chen will remain a Research  

Scientist, Professor of Psychology 

at CSU. We are sorry to lose 

such a tremendous professor, 

however the program is support-

ive of this challenging and prestig-

ious position for Dr. Chen.  

material. Plasma screens also 

adorn the walls of the BSB, serving 

as virtual post board for announce-

ments, calendars, pictures and oth-

er relevant information. Needless 

to say, students and faculty in the 

Industrial/Organizational Program 

have adjusted quickly to the move 

and are settling into their new 

offices nicely! 
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have Drs. Jan Cleveland and Kevin 

Murphy accept a position at CSU. 

We also moved into a new state-

of-the-art, environmentally friend-

ly building.  As usual, faculty and 

students have been busy working 

on multiple grant projects, con-

sulting projects, and publications.  

     We look forward to seeing 

you at SIOP in a few weeks. 

     Welcome to the 2011 issue of 

Practical Significance, the CSU 

IOPAC newsletter! With this 

newsletter, we hope to keep all 

friends of the program informed 

about the most exciting events as 

well as the faculty and student 

accomplishments of the past year. 

This year, we had some pretty 

significant changes to our pro-

gram. We were so excited to 

Please see page 11 for an invita-

tion to our SIOP suite, which will 

be held at the Hilton in Chicago. 

We’d like to thank everyone for 

their continued support of our 

program 

 
 

 

Editors Corner by Natalie Wolfson and Christy Smith 
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     The Master of Applied Indus-

trial/Organizational Psychology 

(MAIOP) Program is now in its 

second full year and growing 

stronger than ever.  Led by Dr. 

Kraiger, MAIOP is an online gradu-

ate degree program focused on 

preparing students for the applica-

tion of Industrial/Organizational 

Psychology in the workplace. This 

year, we have approximately 20 

students enrolled in the program, 

in addition to a number of others 

taking courses through our new 

certificate programs. We are also 

excited to announce that our first 

MAIOP student graduates this 

Spring! The number of applications 

we receive continues to climb, and 

the program is now turning a prof-

it. With this profit, the program is 

able to fund multiple graduate stu-

dent assistantships each semester. 

     We are excited to have 6 CSU 

doctoral students involved in the 

instruction and design of these 12 

online courses. This year, Christa 

Kiersch, Christy Smith, Alex Rech-

lin, Uma Kedharnath, Adam 

Vanhove, Travis Drake, and Tristan 

Nelson all worked on the MAIOP 

team. Though not actively involved 

in MAIOP, Dr. Zinta Byrne and Dr. 

Alyssa Gibbons contributed syllabi 

and course materials in the early 

phases of MAIOP development and 

continue to offer ongoing support 

as needed. Their contributions 

have been helpful in getting the 

program to where it is now. We 

continue to see improvements in 

course design, especially in the in-

tegration of new technologies, and 

course instruction thanks to the 

effort of Dr. Kraiger and the    

MAIOP doctoral student team.  

Practical Significance 

Department of Psychology 

Colorado State University 

Fort Collins, CO 80523 

If you know of someone who would like to receive this publication, 

please have him or her contact Natalie Wolfson at 

nwolfson@rams.colostate.edu or call 847-924-7474 

Master of Applied Industrial/Organizational Psychology (MAIOP) Program Update  

by Christa Kiersch 
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Faculty Updates 

     Following his extraordinary 

term as SIOP President last year, 

Kurt continues to keep busy.  He 

will be officially transitioning to full-

time in Psychology in the new fiscal 

year after having a joint appoint-

ment with the department of Con-

tinuing Education. He is teaching 

both graduate and undergraduate 

courses, and he is advising 11 grad-

uate students!  Kurt is proud that 

all of his advisees are making 

strides, “despite their advisor!” 

     This spring, Kurt and Dr. Bryan 

Dik, a vocational psychologist, will 

pilot test the Vocational Work-

force Assessment Network (V-

WAN). The V-WAN is an online 

career assessment system that uses 

validated psychological surveys to 

match job seekers with organiza-

tions.  V-WAN provides vocational 

guidance and personalized feedback 

for job seekers and a rich, searcha-

ble database of applicants for em-

ployers. The pilot test, which in-

cludes 900 Colorado community 

college students, will assess the ef-

fectiveness of the VWAN site in 

terms of improving student reten-

tion, grades, and career-related self

-efficacy. Kurt and Bryan Dik are 

also in discussions with the Colora-

do State University Research Foun-

dation regarding the possibility of a 

CSU-sponsored start-up to provide 

ancillary V-WAN services. 

     Lastly, Kurt will be racking up 

frequent flyer miles this May.  He will 

have an exciting month of travel with 

trips to Saratov, Russia to visit Sara-

tov University (with Dr. George 

Thornton), Oahu, Hawaii to teach, 

and Maastricht, The Netherlands to 

give an invited address at the Euro-

pean Association of Work and Or-

ganizational Psychology (EAWOP).  

It has been another exceptional year 

for Kurt! 

Dr. Kurt Kraiger By Erica Ermann 

Dr. Zinta Byrne By Emily Nowacki 

     This past year has been both 

productive and exciting for Dr. 

Zinta Byrne. Zinta continues to 

make progress on two interdiscipli-

nary grants, she has had multiple 

publications and conference 

presentations, and she has taken on 

new consulting and research pro-

jects.  

     Zinta is currently at work on a 

prestigious four-year NSF funded 

grant. The purpose of this NSF 

project is to investigate security 

threats and risks associated with 

Internet activity.  Further, Zinta is 

collaborating with researchers at 

the Sociology Department at CSU 

on a Clean Energy Supercluster 

grant. Zinta and several CSU IO 

students are also working with a 

local organization to identify key 

drivers of work engagement. Addi-

tionally, Zinta has begun work on a 

project to examine cancer survi-

vors’ experiences in the workplace. 

     Zinta also co-edited, with CSU 

faculty from the psychology depart-

ment (Dr. Bryan Dik and Dr. Mi-

chael Steger), a book entitled Pur-

pose and Meaning in the Workplace, 

which APA will release this year. 

Further, Zinta worked with several 

of her graduate students to publish 

handbook chapters on both organi-

zational justice and employee en-

gagement. Zinta and her graduate 

student team will be presenting a 

number of posters at this year’s 

SIOP. Zinta’s many collaborative 

 

 

 
 

 

 SIOP Suite Invitation (Page 11)  

designed by Zach Steiner. 

projects are illustrative of her pas-

sion and dedication to the develop-

ment of the field. 



 

Faculty Updates 

Dr. Alyssa Gibbons By Uma Kedharnath 

     Dr. Alyssa Gibbons will continue 

teaching undergraduate and graduate 

level Measurement courses this fall. 

She continues to work with the 

STRETCH developmental assessment 

center program, and presented the 

first of the data from the STRETCH 

program at SIOP last year.  

     Alyssa continues to be co-

investigator in Project LeAD, a study 

of leadership development in the con-

struction industry. She recently took 

part in developing a leadership devel-

opment program for the project which 

incorporates aspects of an assessment 

center. This program will be pilot test-

ed in the next few months.  

     Alyssa remains active in assessment 

center research. She collaborated with 

Dr. George Thornton and student 

Adam Vanhove on a multilevel study of 

demographic effects in assessment cen-

ter ratings, which was presented at the 

International Congress on Assessment 

Center Methods in Singapore in Octo-

ber. She is a co-author with CSU alum-

nus Dr. Martin Lanik on a paper describing 

guidelines for training assessors in multicul-

tural assessment centers, which will appear 

soon in The Psychologist-Manager Journal. 

Alyssa is currently working on a study exam-

ining motivation to learn in developmental 

assessment centers and continuing her inves-

tigation of consistency in assessment center 

performance .  

     Finally, Alyssa’s family welcomed their 

latest member in December, Lauren Gib-

bons! Congratulations Alyssa! 

Dr. George Thornton by Travis Drake 

     Dr. George Thornton, a professor 

emeritus at the CSU I/O Psychology 

program, is working on a plethora of 

projects this year in the area of Assess-

ment centers. This year, he travelled 

to Singapore for the 35th annual con-

gress on the assessment center meth-

od.  He was the co-chair of the con-

gress, on the program committee, and 

also the keynote speaker.  George also 

spent time at Nanyang University col-

laborating on behavioral assessments 

of cross-cultural intelligence.  Current-

ly, George is co-editing a book with 

Nigel Povah on cross-cultural and prac-

tical issues of the assessment center 

method.  The book has over thirty 

chapters from authors around the globe 

and will be published in the second half 

of 2011.  Also in press is a chapter for 

the “Handbook of Testing and Assess-

ment in Psychology” which George is co

-authoring with Uma Kedharnath, a stu-

dent in the I/O program.   The chapter 

will cover work samples and will be 

published sometime in 2011.  

     George is also currently teaching an 

assessment center seminar at CSU.  

Under the direction of George, the PhD 

students will be working on developing as-

sessment center exercises for a training pro-

gram which will be used by the schools, city, 

and county services in Fort Collins.  For rec-

reation, George continues to ski with his ten 

grandchildren almost every weekend.  He 

was also on a support boat this past summer 

for a friend who swam the English Channel.   

Overall, it has been a busy, exciting, and fun 

year for Dr. George Thornton. 
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Dr. Zinta Byrne: Recipient of Hautaluoma Award by Kyle Sandell 

     We are proud to announce that 

Dr. Zinta Byrne has been selected as 

the recipient of the Jacob E. Hau-

taluoma Distinguished Alumni Award.  

Named after one of the I/O program’s 

most influential faculty members, Dr. 

Jack Hautaluoma, this award is given 

to a recent alumnus who has utilized 

the principles of the scientist-

practitioner approach in order to 

make a positive impact within an   

organization.  Dr. Byrne has done just 

that with numerous organizations, 

applying relevant knowledge across 

the various subfields of I/O psychology 

and psychology as a whole. 

     Dr. Byrne specializes in providing 

organizations with an in-depth culture 

assessment and working with them to 

create an engaged and satisfied work-

force.  She has worked with Poudre 

Valley Health Systems, Hewlett-

Packard, Advanced Energy, and New 

Belgium Brewing Company, to name a 

few.  Dr. Byrne’s energy, enthusiasm and 

expertise are lauded by her clients, and 

the students and faculty here at the I/O 

psychology program are lucky enough to 

benefit from her as well.  Dr. Byrne will 

be presented with the Jacob E.  

Hautaluoma Distinguished Alumni 

Award at this year’s  SIOP in Chicago. 

We hope you will drop by the suite and 

honor Dr. Byrne’s award! 
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Ermann continues her work on her the-

sis and has started an internship at Strate-

gic Programs.   She will also be proposing 

her thesis this Spring. Uma Kedharnath 

recently finished her thesis and teaching 

comp.  This year, she is teaching psycholo-

gy at Front Range Community College and 

she recently began an internship with the 

Civil Service College in Singapore.  Adam 

Vanhove will be defending his thesis is 

Spring and is the first author on a meta-

analysis concerning weight discrimination 

in the workplace that is currently under 

review.  

Fourth Years 

Paige Gardner completed her thesis and 

published an article in the Journal of Safety 

Research.  She also recently passed her 

comprehensive exam and is now working 

on her other comprehensive projects and 

planning her dissertation. Christa 

Kiersch (formerly Palmer) is collaborating 

with a fantastic team of instructors and 

content developers to keep MAIOP as the 

top program of its kind.  She successfully 

completed the written comprehensive 

exam and is working on several potential 

publications.   On a more personal note, 

Christa is very happy to announce her 

recent marriage this past January to Cam-

eron Kiersch.  Stefanie Putter recently 

passed the written comprehensive exam 

and received her master’s degree. Her 

thesis focused on nonprofit leader self-

development.  This semester, Stefanie 

started an internship with a safety psychol-

ogy consulting firm based in Fort Collins.  

Natalie Wolfson recently defended her 

master’s thesis. Her thesis compared the 

effect of instructional design principles on 

learning in older and younger adults. She is 

also working with Dr. Traci Sitzmann at 

the University of Colorado Denver Busi-

ness School on a meta-analysis to deter-

mine the relationship between self-efficacy 

and training performance.  Additionally, 

she is working on a VWAN grant testing 

the effect of an online career assessment 

system on various academic and career-

related outcomes.  Zach Steiner is a 

teaching fellow this year, teaching Intro to 

Psychology.  Last summer, he participated 

in an internal OD internship at CSG Sys-

The graduate students have been hard at 

work!  This article describes some of our 

graduate students’ accomplishments since 

the last IOPAC Newsletter. 

 

First Years 

Travis Drake, who received his M.S. in 

Applied Statistics and Research Methods 

from the University of Northern Colorado, 

is working with Dr. Zinta Byrne investigat-

ing employee engagement.  He recently 

finished his comprehensive exams for his 

M.S. degree.  Angela Bowen, who re-

ceived her B.A. in Psychology from Gon-

zaga University, is working with Dr. Alyssa 

Gibbons. Currently, she works at 

STRETCH Assessment Center. Kyle San-

dell received his B.S. in Psychology with a 

minor in Business Administration from the 

University of Florida and is now working 

under the guidance of Dr. Kurt Kraiger. He 

is also collaborating with Dr. Troy Mum-

ford in the management department on a 

project about conflict management. Rachel 

Marsh, who received her B.A. from 

Northern Illinois University, is working with 

Dr. Kurt Kraiger.  She is currently investi-

gating whether certain trainee characteris-

tics have an effect on the training they re-

ceive.  

Second Years 

Tristan Nelson is currently working on 

his thesis proposal, which concentrates on 

third generation training.  Additionally, he is 

working on a work-family conflict dataset 

with Dr. Chris Henle from the business 

department. Christy Smith is on track to 

propose her thesis this semester. Her the-

sis focuses on the effect of perceived organ-

izational prestige on employee engagement.  

Emily Nowacki is working with Dr. Zinta 

Byrne on a project assessing cancer survi-

vors’ experiences in the workplace.   

Third Years 

Janet Weidert recently defended her 

thesis on the physiological measurement of 

employee engagement and got married this 

summer.   She is also working with Dr. Kim 

Henry to create a scale on college student 

engagement.  Tommy Canavagh finished 

collecting data for his thesis and he recently 

published an article with Dr. Kim Henry 

using multilevel statistical analyses.  Erica 

tems. 

Fifth Years 

Erin Crane continues her work as a 

Leadership Development consultant at 

CH2M HILL and plans to propose her 

dissertation in late Spring.  Julie 

Sampson is currently working on 

finishing her comprehensive projects 

and dissertation proposal.  She is also 

working on the Tony Grampsas Youth 

Services Grant.  Alex Rechlin is 

working on two empirical comprehen-

sive projects and is starting to think 

about her dissertation.  One of the 

comprehensive projects explores the 

effects of trainees’ performance feed-

back on trainer ratings.  The other 

comp is a policy capturing study to 

determine how I/O psychologists who 

work in external consulting firms view 

applicants with online vs. traditional 

degrees, and Ph.D. vs. a Master’s and 

internship experience.   

Sixth Years 

Christina Wilson is working on her 

final empirical comp and is in the pro-

cess of planning her dissertation.  She 

lives in Denver and works as an adjunct 

faculty member at the University of 

Colorado Denver where she teaches 

Industrial Psychology, Organizational 

Psychology, Experimental Social Psy-

chology, and Psychology of Women.  

She is also working on a research pro-

ject with Dr. Michele Baranczyk, a CSU 

alumna, which focuses on using I/O 

principles in the classroom.  Brian 

Hurd plans to defend his dissertation 

and graduate in May.  He is currently 

working for Intel in Folsom, California 

as a technical training and leadership 

development project lead for Intel de-

sign teams around the world. 

Lauren Garrison is working on her 

dissertation and recently started a posi-

tion as an independent contractor at 

Cognitive Change Concepts, Inc. in 

Fort Collins.   

  

CSU’s graduate students have made 

great progress this year! Way to go, 

everyone! 

What’s New With Current Graduate Students by Rachel Marsh 



 

were appointed to lead the writing 

of the response to the RFP, and 

provided a professional proposal. 

“We felt confident about the 

IOPAC team based on the thor-

oughness of their proposal, their 

plan for working with us, and their 

professionalism throughout the 

evaluation process” said Lahti.  

SHLPreVisor ultimately decided to 

split the project to meet aggres-

sive timelines, and IOPAC was 

awarded a portion of the project.  

     The project was completed on 

time and within budget, thanks to 

the management skills of Erin and 

Alex, and the hard work of many 

of the graduate students. Addition-

ally, Dr. Kurt Kraiger and Dr.  

Zinta Byrne were responsible for 

supervising the entire project. 

SHLPreVisor was extremely satis-

fied with the work products. 

Moreover, IOPAC was compli-

mented on how effectively the en-

tire project was managed. Specifi-

cally, Lahti lauded the team for 

“making it easy to partner with 

you – keeping us informed, asking 

for input or help when needed, 

and delivering as promised.”   

      The students who worked on 

this project gained field experience 

doing the same tasks that they will 

most likely be asked to do in fu-

ture consulting jobs. SHLPreVisor 

received a high quality product on 

time and within budget, at a com-

petitive price. IOPAC received the 

money that the students earned. 

     Practicum (field application of 

industrial and organizational psy-

chology knowledge, skills, and abil-

ities) has long been an important 

part of the education that graduate 

students receive in the I/O psy-

chology program at CSU. Through 

practicum projects graduate stu-

dents get much needed industry 

experience and hands-on educa-

tion, and clients receive high quali-

ty work at competitive prices.  

Also, IOPAC receives a portion of 

the funds earned from each pro-

ject, which are then used to spon-

sor graduate student travel to 

conferences, host a banquet in 

honor of the program’s alumni, 

and sponsor other outreach activi-

ties. Below is an example of a 

practicum project recently com-

pleted by IOPAC.  

     In the summer of 2010, IOPAC 

received a request for proposal 

(RFP) from Dr. Ken Lahti, Vice 

President of Product Development 

& Innovation at SHLPreVisor and 

an alumnus of the IO program. 

SHLPreVisor solicited proposals 

from several universities, including 

IOPAC at CSU because of the 

overall reputation of the program 

and Dr. Lahti’s personal connec-

tion with the program. ”I know 

that CSU’s program provides ex-

cellent training in core applied 

skills, so the quality of the project 

deliverables would be high, which 

was imperative.”  

     Erin Crane and Alex Rechlin 

Finally, everyone involved enjoyed a 

positive and collaborative experi-

ence. Other projects that students 

have worked on include: scale de-

velopment and validation; job analy-

sis; survey development and imple-

mentation; focus group facilitation; 

and quantitative and qualitative data 

analysis.  

     Allow us to help you meet pro-

ject objectives that might normally 

go unobserved because of lack of 

resources, or because of limited 

funds. If you or your firm have a 

project that you think would be 

suitable for our graduate students, 

would like to take advantage of our 

wealth of resources and education, 

and have a budget that cannot sup-

port an external firm but could 

make a reasonable contribution to 

IOPAC in exchange, please let us 

know! The students of the IO pro-

gram are always looking for our 

next project. We operate under the 

supervision and direction of the IO 

faculty, ensuring that we deliver 

high quality and accurate products, 

and professional services.  Feel free 

to contact us with any questions or 

comments at csuiopac@gmail.com. 

Practicum: Benefits to Students and Practitioners by Tommy Cavanagh 
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Once again, CSU faculty and graduate students will be quite active at SIOP this April! Below are some of the 

events in which they will be participating. Presentation types follow in alphabetical order. Names in both 

bold and italics represent CSU faculty and graduate students; names in only italics represent CSU alumni; 

presentations are ordered alphabetically by first author. 

CSU at SIOP by Janet Weidert  
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Panel Discussions 

Poster Presentations 

Authors Title Date & Location 

Byrne, Z.S., Cross, J., Lueck, M., 

Smith, C., Palmer, C., Franzen, B., 

& Reeve, S. 

Leading organizational change:  

Embracing energy conservation and 

sustainability. 

Thursday, April 14th 
2:30pm 

Williford C 

Byrne, Z.S., Weidert, J.M., Liff, J., 

Smith, C., Horvath, M., Howe, A., & 

Ray, I. 

Start-Up Effects in Policy Capturing: 

Stabilizing Regression Coefficients 

After Warm-Up 

Thursday, April 14th 
12:30pm 

SE Exhibit Hall 

Palmer, C., Byrne, Z., Smith, C., & 

Weidert, J. 

Understanding organizational  

injustice: Are injustice and justice 

polar opposites? 

Saturday, April 16th 
10:30am 

SE Exhibit Hall 

Pitts, V.E, Wright, N.A., Byrne, Z.S., 

& Franson 

Trust in virtual teams: Effects of trust 

propensity and team building. 

Thursday, April 14th 
11:30am 

SE Exhibit Hall 

Rechlin, A., Surface, E., &  

Kraiger, K. 

The role of post-training perfor-

mance feedback on trainer ratings 

Friday, April 15th 
9:00am 

SE Exhibit Hall 

Sandell, K. 
Personality and Leadership:        

The Effects of Perfectionism 

Thursday, April 14th 
2:00pm 

SE Exhibit Hall 

Smith, C., Weidert, J., Byrne, Z., 

Palmer, C., & Nowacki, E. 

Employee Engagement: Relationship 

to Individual and Organizational 

Characteristics 

Thursday, April 14th 
11:30am 

SE Exhibit Hall 

Wilson, C.L., Baranczyk, M.,  

Adams, S. 

Supervisor support and utility  

reactions: Trainee attitudes as a  

mediator. 

Friday, April 15th 
9:00am 

SE Exhibit Hall 

Presenter Title Date & Location 

Donovan, M., Tippins, N.,  

Church, A., & Kraiger, K. 

Theme Track: What Convinces Us, 

Doesn't Necessarily Convince Execs: 

What They Didn't Teach You in 

Grad School About Influencing 

Saturday, April 16th 

2:00pm 

Williford C 



 

CSU at SIOP Continued From Page 7                                                                       

Symposia 
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Special Events 

Salas, E., Kraiger, K., Collela, A. 
A Conversation With the SIOP  

Leadership 

Friday, April 15th 

2:00pm 

Joliet 

Alonso, A., Sinangil, H., Hakel, M., 

Wang, M., Latham, G., Kraiger, K., & 

Peiro-Silla, J. 

The Alliance for Organizational  

Psychology and You: A Question and 

Answer Session 

Friday, April 15th 

4:30pm 

Joliet 

Contributors Chairs Paper Title Symposium Title Date & Location 

Chen, P.Y. &  

Hoffmeister, K. 

DeArmond, S. 

Buffering roles of 

supervisory safety 

support. 

Occupational Stress 

and Safety: Products 

of a Research Colli-

sion. 

Saturday, April 16th 
12:00pm 

Continental C 

Cigularov, K., Drasgow, 

F., Gosling, S., Potter, J., 

Liu, L., Thornton, G., 

Mead, A., Ayman, R., 

Huang, J., Bassari, A. 

Cigularov, K, & 

Liu, L. Achievement Moti-

vation in Bulgaria 

and United States: 

Cross-Country 

Comparison 

Measurement Equiv-

alence of Personality 

and Leadership on 

Four Continents 

Friday, April 16th 
8:00am 

Marquette 

Thornton, G., &  

Povah, N. 

Lanik, M., & 

Bernthal, P. 
Assessment Center 

Experiences in 19 

Countries on 5 

Continents 

The Amazing Race: 

Implementing As-

sessment Centers 

Cross Culturally 

Saturday, April 16th 
1:30pm 

Continental C 

Lanik, M., &  

Gibbons, A, 

Lanik, M., &  

Bernthal, P. Guidelines for Cross

-Cultural Assessor 

Training in Multicul-

tural Assessment 

Centers 

The Amazing Race: 

Implementing As-

sessment Centers 

Cross Culturally 

Saturday, April 16th 
1:30pm 

Continental C 



 

Catching Up With Some CSU Alums by Stefanie Putter 

 

Martin Lanik (2010 Graduate) has been actively building his Denver-based consulting business in cutting-edge leadership 

development e-simulators. He is very proud of the successful year with the release and pilot of the Management e-Simulator in 

Texas and Colorado. His company, Global Assessor Pool, is planning to release two more e-simulators this year, one this spring 

and the other one this upcoming summer/fall. Martin has been invited as the keynote speaker at The Assessment Center Study 

Group of South Africa in March 2011. At SIOP, Martin will speak as part of two symposia: I-O on a Dime: Best Practices in a Post

-Recession World and The Amazing Race: Implementing Assessment Centers Cross Culturally. 

Rachel Johnson (2008 Graduate) began a new job in 2010 as a Consultant for Korn/Ferry International's Leadership and 

Talent Consulting business. Korn/Ferry is growing this part of the business substantially, both through hiring new talent world-

wide and through a number of acquisitions, including Lominger International a few years ago. Rachel works with numerous For-

tune 500 global companies in the areas of leadership development, strategic alignment, executive assessment, succession planning, 

and competency modeling.  

Tasha Eurich (2007 Graduate) just had her one-year anniversary as the Director of Leadership and Organizational Devel-

opment at Rose Medical Center (a HealthONE / HCA hospital). Reporting directly to the CEO, Tasha is accountable for the suc-

cessful development and engagement of hospital and physician leaders and staff, as well as the resulting organizational perfor-

mance. One of Tasha’s most interesting work experiences includes shadowing the Chair of Anesthesiology for a day in the OR! 

Recently, Tasha was asked to be an invited guest on an employee engagement panel with the Chief HR Officer of Vail Resorts, the 

Chief HR Officer of Molson Coors, and the Senior VP of Program and Project Management at CH2M HILL. At SIOP, Tasha will 

be chairing a symposium with Bill Byham, Martin Lanik, and Mike Herron. 

  

Meet Our New Students  

These four students comprise the 2010 cohort and are already making significant contributions. 

The 2010 Cohort  

Back Row: Kyle Sandell, Travis Drake 

Front Row: Rachel Marsh, Angela Bowen 

P A G E  9  I O P A C  S P R I N G  2 0 1 1  



 

CSU IOPAC Students 

P A G E  1 0  

Back: Kyle Sandell, Tommy Cavanagh, Travis Drake, and Adam Vanhove. 

Middle: Christa Kiersch, Alex Rechlin, Stefanie Putter, Erin Crane, Janet Weidert, Christy Smith, Lauren Garrison, 

and Krista Hoffmeister. 

Front: Natalie Wolfson, Paige Gardner, Erica Ermann, Uma Kedharnath, Julie Sampson, Angela Bowen, Rachel Marsh, 

and Emily Nowacki. 

I O P A C  S P R I N G  2 0 1 1  
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